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This edition of The Post is dedicated to 14 outstanding young people who today will become part of St Martin’s
Alumni; Aaran, Arjun, Daisy, Simon, Rohan, Ali, Ritsu, Zain, Arianna, Jessica, Noah, Brooklyn, Emily and Phoebe.
Thank you for your hard work and dedication. Thank you for embodying and holding true all the St Martin’s
values with strength of character and kindness. You are all amazing; it has been a pleasure to watch you grow
and flourish. We know you will make your next schools as proud of you as we are.

This Week’s Shooting Stars
Form 5 & Form 6

For being utterly wonderful Maths students

Faith

Working hard on her Times Tables

Cameron

Outstanding effort working on his Times Tables

Eito

Outstanding progress

Isabella A

Kindness and positive attitude

Sophia E

Always working so hard and doing her very best

Noah G

Fabulous reading. A resilient attitude.

Form 4

Showing dedication and enthusiasm towards their work

Zack H

Consistent effort and enthusiasm

Siyona

Amazing presentation and art skills

Jayden

For being an inquisitive and thoughtful learner

Joshua G

Showing perseverance and commitment to his learning

Tiam

Dedication and hard work

Emmy S

Positivity and empathy; always showing kindness

Izzy M

Respectful and thoughtful behaviour and attitude to work

Chloe M

Tenacity – never giving up when faced with a challenge

Lara

Wonderful progress shown in all areas of her work

Amar

Working consistently hard to her best ability

Adam H

A wonderfully positive Mind-set; dedication to doing the best he can do

Yara

Working hard to perfect her writing

Milan A

Outstanding progress

Jacob D

Being a wonderful team player. Hard working and doing his very best.

Beau

An outstanding attitude to her work

Alex A

Progress in all his academic work

Olivia W

Hard work and attitude to her work over lockdown

Arida

Wonderful progress

Rohan J (F3) Selfless and thoughtful behaviour
Elijah J

Nurturing and respectful behaviour

Eli

Never giving up; a wonderful tenacious attitude

CJ

Outstanding independent work

Zac S

Thoughtful work and discussion

Viraaj

Outstanding progress and attitude to his work

Kenza

Positive, cheery nature and lovely attitude to her work

Brooklyn

Perseverance and dedication to progression

Noah M

Thoughtful questioning and selfless behaviour

Zain

Positive Mindset, mature attitude to work and selfless behaviour

Amar L

Progression in all areas of her school work

Form 4

Showing dedication and enthusiasm towards your work

Emika

Producing some beautiful artwork around the topic of seasons

Muna

Outstanding topic work

Form 3
All of my class for making my first year at St Martin’s such an enjoyable one and for
engaging so fully in all our lessons over lockdown… and indulging me in my silly videos!
From Mr Mosedale
Form 6
the school

For being fantastic students all year as well as incredible role models to the rest of

Ian

Writing an excellent book review

Summer

An outstanding black out poem

Max W

Achieving highly with all his work

Abbie

For her selfless and thoughtful behavior

Alayna

For achievement in her writing and maths this week

Stella

For being a caring friend

Tobias

For his selfless and kind behavior
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are most proud, whilst enjoying juice and biscuits together. Golden Tea took place on Wednesday this week, using
Teams - The only difference was that you have to provide the biscuits  This week the following children were chosen
at random -

Molly

Hashini

CJ

If you have recently moved home, please
ensure we have your up to date contact details,
including address, parent contact details and
emergency contact details. Many thanks.

Chloe B

Tre

Jessica

Please ensure you make your appointment with
Uniform4Kids for all your uniform needs for September –
don’t leave it too late; they are very busy. They have
recommended that all orders are placed by 10th August in
order to avoid disappointment. Thank you.

The portal will be closing tomorrow and all posts cleared in order that formatting and updating can take
place over the summer. Outlook 365 will however remain open – including Outlook and Teams.

A message from our outgoing Head Boy, Rohan Jeffrey
When I started at St Martin's I was very glad that I had chosen this school. As soon as I stepped into the
building I was welcomed like I had lived there forever. I think everyone feels like that. I have grown such
a love for the school and all the classes and enjoyed playing with all of my St Martin's family. I thought I
would never leave as three years seemed so long; sadly, it went so quickly that I still think it was my first
day only yesterday.
Year 6 are so grateful for everything that the teachers have done for us. They have helped us with our
exams and secondary school interviews. Without them we would never be as amazing as we are today. I
think everybody hates leaving school as I do because it will feel very different from the normal
environment. If I hadn't gone to this school, I wouldn't have the confidence to go to secondary school.
One other thing that is really interesting, is that our last year at St Martin's has changed because of the
pandemic. It has made us stay away from our family at school. It has also been a fantastic experience
because it shows us how fabulous everyone in the community can be. Everyone has had the same
experience as me; staying and learning from home, and we have all coped with it so well it really makes
me proud that I am in St Martin's.
Thank you for being who you are, teachers. We will miss you all and all our friends. We will miss the
school. Thank you for providing me with the best primary school years ever.

A message from our outgoing Head Girl, Brooklyn Miller
When I found out that I would be head girl at St Martins I was over the moon excited. It made me
feel responsible and trusted to have such an important role in the school. My favourite thing about
being Head girl was writing in the St Martin’s Post. I enjoyed being a role model for all the other
children. It also made me happy knowing that everyone looks up to me and the other people in Year
6. I am sure that the next Head Girl will be an excellent role model and make sure that everyone is
at their best. I am happy that I have made some close friends who will always have my back and
make me smile. I have been at St Martin’s School since I was 3 years old. I will miss the teachers;
some of whom I have known for 7 years. I will always remember when I first started the school and
how much I appreciate it. Thank you so much St Martin’s for everything you have done for me.
A message from Mrs Wilson and Mrs Mbah
Dear St Martin’s Pupils,
You have all worked so incredibly hard this year and we are so very proud of all that you have achieved. I
hope you all have a well-deserved rest and come back ready to learn in September, when we will be open to
you all again. Remember to enjoy nature as much as you can and read every day. Thank you for an amazing
year. Best wishes, Mrs Wilson and Mrs Mbah
Parents – thank you for your support over this past term. It would be remiss for us not to acknowledge the
hard work that you have all put in whilst your children have studied from home. We are more than aware of
the challenges working from home whilst supporting your children’s learning (we are both working parents
too) and the quality of your children’s work, dedication to their studies and positive outlook has been
inspiring.
Wishing you all a wonderful summer break and a good rest! Thank you
Huge congratulations to Anthony, who this week passed the YCT test with a merit. The YCT Test is an
international standardised test of Chinese language proficiency. Anthony has proven that he knows at least
600 Chinese vocabulary words and now has a qualification which is equivalent to GCSE level. We are very
proud of you! Well Done and enjoy your celebrations 
help@stmartinsmillhill.co.uk continues to be monitored and will continue to be all through the summer. If you have any
worries, welfare concerns, need help with errands or COVID safety advice please do not hesitate to send an email. It will
be treated in the most confidential and understanding way. Thank you

Here is some information about the exam. YCT test is an international standardised test of Chinese language

